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XML in Theory and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
XML is a powerful cross-platform mark-up language which has been readily adopted as a standard in many spheres of web and software development. Real benefits include its ease of integration into existing systems, the simplicity of using it in object-oriented environments and its wide applicability. Chris Bates shows how to use XML in modern...
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MPEG-7 Audio and Beyond: Audio Content Indexing and RetrievalJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Advances in technology, such as MP3 players, the Internet and DVDs, have led to the production, storage and distribution of a wealth of audio signals, including speech, music and more general sound signals and their combinations. MPEG-7 audio tools were created to enable the navigation of this data, by providing an established framework for...
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High Performance Switches and RoutersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Learn to Design High Performance Switches and Routers for Today's Ever Growing Internet Traffic   

   As Internet traffic continues to grow, and demands for quality of service become more stringent, researchers and engineers can turn to High Performance Switches and Routers for tested and proven solutions. This...
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Developing Java Web Services: Architecting and Developing Secure Web Services Using JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
"I commend this book to you as your springboard to the future of how to make the Net work."
    -from the Foreword by Simon Phipps, Chief Technology Evangelist, Sun Microsystems, Inc.
    
    This hands-on developer's guide to Web services prepares you for the next level of distributed computing. The authors clearly show...
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The All-New Switch Book: The Complete Guide to LAN Switching TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The much-anticipated update to the bestselling book on LAN switching
Since the publication of the first edition of The Switch Book seven years ago, LAN switching has witnessed significant changes, particularly in the areas of network layers, Ethernet, fast Ethernet, segmenting LANs, layer 3 switching, layer 4 switching, and multi-layer...
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An Introduction to 3D Computer Vision Techniques and AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Computer vision encompasses the construction of integrated vision systems and the application of vision to problems of real-world importance. The process of creating 3D models is still rather difficult, requiring mechanical measurement of the camera positions or manual alignment of partial 3D views of a scene. However using algorithms, it is...
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Doing Therapy with Children and Adolescents with Asperger SyndromeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Iclinically met my fi rst children with Asperger’s and High-Functioning Autism in 1981 at Camp Wediko here in New England. Like many college students before us, my newlywed wife and I had driven north to New Hampshire to spend an intensive summer learning more about the careers we were about to enter: she, special education, and myself,...
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Computer Processing of Remotely-Sensed Images: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Remotely-sensed images of the Earth's surface provide a valuable source of information about the geographical distribution and properties of natural and cultural features. This fully revised and updated edition of a highly regarded textbook deals with the mechanics of processing remotely-senses images. Presented in an accessible manner,...
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Hands-On Oracle Application Express Security: Building Secure Apex ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	AT RECX we’ve been involved in the world of IT Security for more than a decade. We were

	involved in some of the fi rst penetration tests performed in the UK, where large organizations and

	government departments allowed ethical hackers into their networks to determine the risk they

	faced from what are now known as cyber attacks....
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Introduction to Management in the Hospitality IndustryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Readers seeking management careers in hospitality will enter a dynamic industry filled with opportunities. The rewards are many, but so are the challenges. Today's hospitality managers must deal with such complex factors as globalization, terrorism threats, ecotourism, internet commerce, new business and financial models, and rapidly...
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Data-Driven Security: Analysis, Visualization and DashboardsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Uncover hidden patterns of data and respond with countermeasures


	Security professionals need all the tools at their disposal to increase their visibility in order to prevent security breaches and attacks. This careful guide explores two of the most powerful ? data analysis and visualization. You'll soon understand how to...
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Cardiac Pacing and ICDS (4th Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2005

	Fully revised and updated, the fourth edition of "Cardiac Pacing and ICDs" continues to be an accessible and practical clinical reference for residents, fellows, surgeons, nurses, PAs, and technicians. The chapters are organized in the sequence of the evaluation of an actual patient, making it an effective practical guide. Revised...
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